Movement sequence-related activity reflecting numerical order of components in supplementary and presupplementary motor areas.
The supplementary motor area (SMA) and presupplementary motor areas (pre-SMA) have been implicated in movement sequencing, and neurons in SMA have been shown to encode what might be termed the relational order among sequence components (e.g., movement X followed by movement Y). To determine whether other aspects of movement sequencing might also be encoded by SMA or pre-SMA neurons, we analyzed task-related activity recorded from both areas in conjunction with a sequencing task that dissociated the numerical order of components (e.g., movement X as the 2nd component, irrespective of which movements precede or follow X). Sequences were constructed from eight component movements, each characterized by three spatial variables (origin, direction, and endpoint). Task-related activity recorded from 56 SMA and 63 pre-SMA neurons was categorized according to both the epoch (delay, reaction time, and movement time) and the spatial variable or component movement with which it was associated. All but one instance of task-related activity was selective for one of the spatial variables (SV-selective) rather than for any of the component movements themselves. Of 110 instances of SV-selective activity in SMA, 43 (39%) showed significant effects of numerical order. The corresponding incidence in pre-SMA, 82 (71%) of 116, was substantially higher (P < 0.00001). No effects of numerical order were evident among the hand paths, movement times, or electromyographic activity associated with task performance. We concluded that neurons in SMA and pre-SMA may encode the numerical order of components, at least for sequences that are distinguished mainly by that aspect of component ordering.